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Abstract. In this article we propose to evaluate the utility of implementation of Centralized Traffic Control System
EbiScreen using expert evaluations in indistinct numbers, in the form of trapezoid membership function, as we are
confident in the advantages obtained using this evaluation method. The methodology of evaluating and weightng of criteria
in a trapezoid membership f01m is proposed in this article together with the results of evaluation. The idea is to integrate
the hierarchy of objectives with the multi-attribute weight vectors using the values obtained by the expert group in
evaluation process. The additional weights for the attributes in the multi-attribute analysis are provided within the same
scale, so that they can be combined to find the overall value of the evaluation. Methodological presentation is followed by
the results of sample application in Lithuanian Railways where the object of evaluation was the EbiScreen Centralized
Traffic Control System.
Keywords: centralized traffic control, expert ranking, fuzzy integral, trapezoid membership.

1. Introduction

The modernization of Lithuanian railways infrastructure is in progress. The old relay-based manual or semiautomatic traffic control systems will be modernized changing end-of life relay systems by newly developed electronic intelligent control systems, where country-dependant mathematical train traffic routing interdependence
rules will be pre - programmed so, that the complete remote control of the traffic in distant stations will be normal
from the traffic control center and fully automatic routing
will be possible. It means maximum throughput capacity,
optimal time tables, comfortable traffic data filtering and
analysis, minimum human supervision, therefore minimum
expenses for maintenance and so on. All the possible benefits taken together minus the price of the system project,
petmission for construction work, manufacturing, installation, commissioning, maintenance costs and the possible shortcomings of the new system give the understanding of the system implementation overall impact. A
new comprehensive system does not always mean a better one, if all of the possible inward effects taken together
are equal or even compensate the positive side of the
implementation issues. For instance [1 ], after the detailed
analysis applying mathematical modeling and expert evaluations to a railway auto-block system, it turned out that
after the implementation of a modern auto-block system
instead of the existing semi-automatic block system, the
new system will be able to handle traffic throughput capacity approx. one and a half times higher than the old
one. This is an impressive indicator, of course. The same

research included traffic growth prognosis, which claimed,
that at the moment of research the old semi-automatic block
system was able to handle at least three times higher
throughput capacity, compared with the statistics of that
time, because of the low growth of the state economy. The
state railway growth prognosis was planning that this
maximum capacity will only be reached in a decade or so,
and it was a fact, that speaking in monetary tenns, the
implementation of a new automated-block system was not
reasonable. That's why we need to have the method for
evaluating the overall impact of a process or innovation.
So far no comprehensive approach exists for evaluating and finding objective overall impact of the implementation of a new railway projects among the most complicated decision/evaluation problems that exist. In complicated railway decision-making situations, where research
objects are huge traffic interlocking (TI) or centralized traffic
control systems (CTC), the evaluation and optimization
based on classical methods, is impossible, as the only one
acceptable way for the identification of evaluation facets
is using fuzzy identification methods [2--6]. These methods are based on expert evaluations, that is, the human
intellect is used as a measuring instrument. The initial
phase of evaluation, when experts submit their indistinct
evaluations, is of the highest importance [7, 8] and often
detetmines the error of the whole evaluation result. The
initial evaluation data are usually compiled in a matrix or
anay, containing indistinct numbers in the form of a triangle membership function [9], so that the following evaluation phase- processing of compiled data - would be easy
and efficient. The processing can be based on a fuzzy
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analytic hierarchy pair-wise comparison method [I 0-12],
weight coefficient space transformation methods [ 13], or
other robust methods of analysis [ 14-16]; some of inference methods may be based on the fuzzy inference software packages.
In this article we propose to evaluate the utility of the
implementation of Centralized Traffic Control System
EbiScreen using expert evaluations in indistinct numbers,
in a fonn of trapezoid membership function, as we are confident in the advantages obtained using this evaluation
method. The methodology of evaluating and weighting of
criteria in a trapezoid membership fom1 is proposed in this
article together with the results of evaluation. The idea is
to integrate the hierarchy of objectives with the multiattribute weight vectors using the values obtained by the
expert group evaluation process. The additional weights
for the attributes in the multi-attribute analysis are provided within the same scale, so that they can be combined
to find the overall value of the evaluation. The methodological presentation is followed by the results of sample
application in Lithuanian Railways where the object of
evaluation was the EbiScreen Centralized Traffic Control
System.

2. Factors of Evaluation
The expansion and innovation process of railway
traffic control systems results in many positive technical
issues: better administrative, organizational and technical
pe1formance of railways, reliability, technical interaction,
lower capital, operating and maintenance costs, ease of
implementation and maintenance, many useful new features of a network and integration pe1fom1ance, psychological impression to the end user. In different pe1formance
evaluation methodologies these positive issues are taken
for granted and usually only different alternatives of positive impacts are being analyzed. But the implementation
of a new traffic control system also has an inward-effect:
environmental impact, job loses, and other derived social
shortcomings.
Environmental issues of railways electronics have
long been considered as positive and environmentalfriendly, therefore no effective measures have been taken
to prevent waste growth, however, there is an increasing
recognition that many processes used to produce electronic systems do have environmental consequences (as
a result of materials used, power consumed, or end-oflife
product consideration); some electronic products do have
increasing disposal problems [ 17]. The replacement of old
relay-based circuits by newly developed electronic computerized traffic control systems will result in a huge
amount of electronic waste designated for landfill. An effective, decision-based recycling is one option that may
aid in reducing the volume of electronic waste designated
for landfill disposal, with the possible decision model,
which can be motivated using expert evaluations.

Job loses are related with the declining of human
supervision demand in new electronic traffic control systems. As expe1ience shows, electronics and computer technology boost with exponential acceleration and a new
Artificial Intellect mindset will be the engine for inference.
Human supervision demand in the wide area Centralized
Traffic Control Systems [7] is declining and needful only
for occasional system maintenance procedures, but not
for daily influence. That results in job loses and in tum,
job loses result in many unwanted social sideband effects.
The abovementioned problems are quite impmiant
in railway transport. The proper measures can compensate or even eliminate unwanted effects, if applied to a
planned situation. The situation can be planned refening
the prognosis of evaluation. Our aim in this article is to
propose the methodology that is capable to adequately
identify the relationships between attributes and objectives of both technical and institutional issues of implementation CTC systems in railways.
3. The Methodology of Evaluation
The ordinary way of submitting multi-criteria evaluation of the research object (CTC) is the use of expressions
in indistinct numbers with a "triangle" [18-20) type membership function.
The membership function is derived from the expert
evaluation information:
I. Probability p, which is usually in a fonn of interval
(c, d), where the value of the evaluated criterion A may be;
2. Typical and most expected value of evaluated criterion, by the opinion of an expert (Fig I). In this case the
evaluation of a sub-target A is:
(1)

This fonn is quite desirable for the lmowledge of an
engineer, but psychologically inconvenient for an expert:
it may be hard to interpret separate pmis of the dependence function. From psychological point of view a more
conveniept way is where an expert is asked to point out:
I. Interval (x 1, x 2), where the most typical value of the
criterion A is by the opinion of an expert (see Fig 2);
2. Subjective probability p (in a form of interval), under which the expert is right.
In this case the evaluation of the indication A is:
(2)
Evaluation equation (2) can be changed with a trapezoid type membership function (see Fig 3.):
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where

a(i- p)

(4)

p

The complex indistinct evaluation [7] of an object,
process or action A with a triangle membership function is
characterized by:

We can easily notice that fonnula (3) is valid only if:

(7)

(5)
Therefore for the ease of calculations usually X 111 ; 11 =
0, x"'"-'" = 1; or else formula (3) has to be modified.
As we can clearly see from Fig 2 and Fig 3, the evaluations in trapezoid membership functions possess almost
the same functionality like the evaluations in a triangle
membership functions, if only x 1=x2=x and x ' 1=x '2=x '.If
x 17x 2 , (or x ' 1;tox '2 ) an error appears. Ifx 1=.>.: 2 is acceptable,
an enor may be regarded as acceptable. Therefore a correction procedure of an error is needful in this case and
generally speaking, after this correction procedure methods of the triangle data processing can be applied to a
trapezoid type initial evaluation data.
Let us assume that expert evaluations are of real-life,
and inadequateness which is dependent upon the [7] nonlinearity of expert's subjective efficiency function is
present together with other expert shortages. Non-linearity of expert's subjective efficiency function is characteristic for non-typical decisions, projects, refonns, where
expert conservatism takes place; also in making decisions
where an expe11 is a concerned person. Trying to diminish
or eliminate the mistakes derived from non-linearity of the
expert's subjective efficiency function, a correction procedure is needful [7]: expert evaluations h1A(x) and h '.,(x)
have to be enlarged by the number~ JA(x), equal to thejth expert risk (evaluating object, process or action A)
supplement function, to become "complete". The "incompleteness" elimination procedure for evaluation h ix) and
1
h 'f.ix), can be fonnulated as follows [7]:

where: hJx)- direct evaluation of evaluation object A by
the j-th expert; j = 1, k - index of the expert {_t_~e index of
the goal in multi-attribute evaluations is i = 1, n ); a1 - the
complex expert weight coefficient.
a=~
1

y;

where j = l,k;
~.is a weight coefficient, characterizing expert's ex perience level ("ability to evaluate in chime'); y is a weight
1
coefficient, characterizing expert's distinctness of evaluations. For the triangle membership case the best illustration of~- is from geometrical point of view- it is a magni1
tude of both triangles c x d and c 'x'd' intersection point k
(see Fig 1). Triangle c x d represents direct evaluation
h1A(x) of object A and c 'x'd' represents indirect (summarized) evaluation h 'A (x) of object A. The coefficient y. is
1
1
found as the rate of the area of intersection of these triangles:

'
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X
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Actually, the expert risk supplement function is calculated only after finding out the expert's efficiency function. This function depends on A and can be time dependant. Due to this reason efficiency function has to be
measured at the time of performing expert interviewing.
The procedure of measuring efficiency function is quite
complicated, therefore it is purposeful to measure it at
single point and only then (with acceptable small error)
expert's tum for non-risk can be considered constant
~- 4 (x)=A ., . The expert's ~.A can also be calculated using
J
~
1
classical lottery methods [7].
Let us consider that the non-linearity of expert's subjective efficiency function has been foreseen and compensation is included into the initial evaluation phase.
The issue of the shortage of expert's experience will be
discussed later.

x'

X

(6)

~·JA (x) + ~ 1A (x), h JA (x) + ~ JA (x)l J=l,k}.

(8)

1 1

Fig 1. Evaluations submitted in a triangle type membership
function

Xmin

Fig 2. Evaluations submitted in a trapezoid type membership
function
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c'x'd'.

The bigger is the area, the more distinct is expert
evaluation. The same idea can be used for the trapezoid
membership case (see Fig 2). From geometrical point of
view, ~ . is a magnitude of an intersection point k of trap.
ezoids cJ x 1 x 2 d and c' x 1 ' x 2 'd'. Trapezmd
c xi x 2 d represents direct evaluation hJA (x) of object A and a trapezoid
c' x 1 · x 2 'd' represents indirect (summarized) evaluation
h 'A(x) of object A. The coefficient y. is found as the rate
J
J
of the area of intersection of these trapezoids:

r= c x,x,d n
J

-

c' x,·x, 'd'.

( 10)

-

The bigger is the area of intersection, the more distinct is expert evaluation. In this case we would like to
propose to calculate weight coefficient, characterizing
expert's experience level applying fuzzy integral expression [7, 21]:

f

~

2 (hjA (x) 1\ hjA '(x))o x
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(11)

X

f

where: h JA (x) ox fuzzy integral[22] of hJA(x) by indis-

x

tinct measure x(.) ("A" means "minimum");
h A (x) and h A '(x) -indisti net evaluations, characterized by
.I

J

their membership functions, correspondingly j..t(x) and
J..L '(x); where JzJA (x) represents (trapezoid c xi x 2 d ) direc~
evaluation of A. and hA '(x) represents (trapezoid c' xi
x 7 'd') indirect summariied evaluation of A.
A weight coefficient, characterizing expert's distinctness
of evaluations y. [7] is needful for correct prognosis:
J

Finally, a coefficient is needful (let us call it cp) to
correct the transformation "triangle to trapezoid" influence. This influence is important only for the trapezoid
top a, namely for the interval [xi. x 2 ]. If we split this interval into two equal parts al2=x 1x and a!2=xx 2, the central
point x can be treated like a median value of the triangle,
the transformation error instantly becomes reduced twice,
and if we include a special rated coefficient cp .:
.I

en.=
'Yj

min)~).
aJ

,

j=l,k;
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where ai is a minimal average length of trapezoid top aj
from submitted expert evaluations. Then the complex
weight coefficient for a trapezoid membership function is
as follows:

8-=~ycp.
J
.I .I J
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Then the complex indistinct evaluation of an object,
process or action A with a trapezoid membership function
is characterized by:
(I 5)

4. Evaluation Results
1. The technical and institutional attlibutes ofEbilock
950 have been experimentally discussed earlier [1 OJ, and it
can be taken as an example of attlibute hierarchy. For the
evaluation ofCTC EbiScreen we can decide on three main
branches of evaluation attributes: technical, environmental and social attribute branches (Fig 3). The process of
evaluation of CTC EbiScreen has included evaluation of
the overall impact ofCTC implementation as a sum impact
value of the main three attribute branches versus the utility of the existing old CTC system. Expert submitted evaluations have been processed applying fonnula (1 5).
2. The branch of technical attributes has to be scaled
down to a lower hierarchy facets: implementation issues,
system costs, system perfom1ance, technical benefits and
technology interaction for the end user, system maintainability, maintenance cost and ease, technical suppm1, administrative issues. future expansion prospects and other
facets scaled down to a lower branch ofhierarchy (see Fig
3).
The branch of environmental attributes: amount of
waste for landfill (slag, ash, non-recyclable materials), recycling process impacts (global warming, acidification,
photochemical ozone creation, possible photosmog,
eutrophication), recovery rate and cost of the recycled
materials as a function of recycling scenario (Ag, AI, Cu,
Fe, Hg, Pb and others). Recovery rate is mostly dependent on the amount of recovered metals and on the cost of
recycling [ 17]. Fig 4 represents a wide range of railway
relay equipment scrap metal composition which was found
during the analysis of the environmental impact. Different
scenarios of recycling have been analyzed during the
evaluation of enviromnental issue. Due to the limitations
of this article scope this evaluation results have been reviewed quite shortly.
Fig 5 represents evaluation results of enviromnental
impact.
The branch of social impacts was evaluated as: possible unemployment rate (gross national product, societal
behavior issues). This is the most indefinite issue of evaluation. A separate factor hierarchy as well as methodology
can be developed for this evaluation; but in this research
it was analyzed as a single factor with negative weight.
Finally, the overall value of implementation of a new
CTC system is illustrated in Fig 6, as a compromise be-
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tween technical benefits and environmental factor together
with social issues.
5. Conclusions

1. The overall impact or overall value of a railways
traffic management system implementation is usually understood as the composition value of evaluation facets or
optimal alternative versus the existing system or other
alternatives, to the opinion of experts performing evaluation.
2. The widely used expert evaluation triangle membership function can be easily transfonned into the evaluation with nonnal trapezoid membership fuzzy expression,

so that the median value usage and trapezoid top splitting
permit to reduce the transformation error twice.
3. A trapezoid membership function offers benefits
in statistics because of the likeness of the function shape
related to the Normal distribution.
4. The Inadequateness of evaluation originated because of the influence of personal interest of the expert
can be compensated applying the methods of experiment
planning. The expert efficiency function is time dependant and due to this reason it has to be measured at the
time of perfonning expert interviewing.
5. The Inadequateness of evaluations caused by the
problem of external inconsistence can be compensated
applying ranking to the experts performing evaluations.
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OptirJlal scenario of Environrnental impact
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Fig 6. The overall value of the implementation impact of a new CTC, as dependence of technical, environmental and social
impacts, by the opinion of expet1s

The additional ranking means fanning complex weight
coefficients for the evaluation of each expert.
6. This research has shown that the new CTC system
does not always assure 100 percent perfect solution; on
the contrary, it may develop new environmental or social
problems. Only good planning and analysis together with
the evaluation of alternatives may help.
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